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Delivering a diverse range  
of ground transport services
Centaur operates depots in key locations throughout London 
and the South East of England while partnering with an audited 
supply base of high-quality third party operators to create a single 
source, nationwide, passenger transport network. We partner with 
individuals, SME’s and leading corporate businesses to find solutions 
to their passenger travel needs while helping to achieve their 
sustainability goals.

We deliver a diverse range of ground transport services ranging from one-off 
executive coach and minibus hire to fully managed transport solutions for large-
scale events. We also form long-term relationships with clients seeking repeat 
services including intersite shuttles, employee commuter routes, contingency 
planning & disaster recovery, accessible transport and airport transfers.

How Centaur can help your business 

 Fully managed bespoke transport solutions with 24/7 support

 Reduce business transport costs

 Ensure your duty of care to travelling employees and delegates

 Hit sustainability targets by partnering with a carbon neutral operator

 Reduce infrastructure burden at your sites including car parking,  
security, lighting, etc.

Our Services 
Corporate bus, coach & minibus hire

Event travel management

Employee commuter routes  
and inter-site shuttles 

Disaster recovery

Vehicle branding

Sustainable travel

European transport 



Our Services 
Corporate bus, coach & minibus hire

Whether you need ground transport for 
6 or 6000 people we’ll have the right 
vehicle(s) for you. Our diverse fleet 
includes vehicles with facilities such as  
Wi-Fi, charging points, desks, lounges, 
kitchens and wheel chair lifts. We 
operate 24/7 throughout London, the 
United Kingdom and Europe.

Event travel management

Organising transport for an event no 
matter how large or small can be a 
daunting task. Using our own vehicles 
and those of our nationwide network 
of partner operators we can provide 
you with the any number of vehicles. 
With our experience of supplying 
event transport you can be certain of 
competitive tariffs, dedicated account 
management and an industry leading 
back office team that will ensure your 
requirements are met.

Employee commuter routes  
and inter-site shuttles

Our employee shuttle services cut the 
reliance on car usage and dramatically 
reduce transportation and infrastructure 
costs for organisations. A reliable 
inter-site transport network can boost 
productivity and encourage growth 
between your organisation’s sites. 
Effective employee commuter routes 
can improve staff well being as well as 
extend your reach helping recruitment 
and retention. We can analyse your 
employee data to suggest viable coach/
bus routes, educate employees with 
marketing material and timetables 
and establish passenger experience 
enhancements like bus tracking, 
e-ticketing and free Wi-Fi.  

Furthermore, dedicated branded 
vehicles can enhance your 
organisation’s brand awareness.

Centaur currently operates over 4,000 
inter-site trips a week and has helped 
organisations revolutionise the links 
between their sites and communities.

Disaster recovery

In the event of an emergency 
ensuring you have viable contingency 
plans with partners you can trust is 
essential. Centaur works closely with 
organisations to develop transport 
plans to safeguard the welfare of their 
employees moving them to any desired 
location to ensure business as usual. 
Our disaster recovery services can also 
be utilised in the event of air or rail travel 
disruption and industrial action. We can 
guarantee 24 hour vehicle availability at 
a fixed price. 

Vehicle branding

In a world where your brand can be 
moved off a screen with a click of a 
button you can be sure that branding 
your own shuttle service or advertising 
on one of our vehicles has a lasting 
impact. Get the message right and 
vehicle advertisements can be 
photographed and shared the world 
over creating discussion amongst your 
potential customers. 

Centaur operates a network of own 
branded vehicles operating daily 
commuter services in London. Our 
vehicles are moving billboards and we 
can offer brands advertising options 
from a single panel vinyl to a full wrap 
on one or multiple vehicles. 

Sustainable travel

Climate change is the defining issue 
of our time and every organisation 
must commit to reducing their impact 
on the environment. This raises 
challenges when organising transport 
and businesses must seek the most 
sustainable solutions when moving their 
employees and delegates. We take this 
obligation seriously and our teams build 
transport services with environmental 
considerations front and centre. All of 
the vehicles we operate meet or exceed 
current emissions standards and we 
are proud to be an accredited Carbon 
Neutral organisation, boasting a net 
zero footprint through carbon offsetting. 
Furthermore, we are helping our clients 
move to greater sustainability by 
introducing ever increasing numbers of 
hybrid and electric vehicles into regular 
services.

European transport 

With one of the largest international 
operators licenses in the UK we 
regularly provide transport to the 
continent for businesses, sport teams, 
tour agencies and independent clients. 
Our compliance team will ensure that 
all legislative paperwork and licensing 
is in place, reviewing every European 
journey before departure ensuring 
seamless travel across borders.
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